NEW BASICS

GENT - C Price Group
LINEN BLEND SOLID

Colors:
- Ivory
- Bisque
- Vanilla
- Flax
- Smoke
- Mushroom
- Dew drop
- Fog
- Indigo
GENT - D Price Group + extra lead time
LINEN BLEND SOLID - special order colors
GREEK KEY - B Price Group
GREEK KEY JACQUARD

NEW BASICS
PREPPY BRIGHTS

Greek Key/Greek Key Jacquard, lemon zest

Fynn/Lattice Print, saffron

Tulum/Casual Ribbed Solid, marigold

Greek Key/Greek Key Jacquard, commodore blue

Gent/Linen Blend Solid, wasabi

Greek Key/Greek Key Jacquard, salsa

Fynn/Lattice Print, cola/gray

Tulum/Casual Ribbed Solid, rose

Gent/Linen Blend Solid, pool

Tulum/Casual Ribbed Solid, coral
PAINTERLY NEW!

Tulum/Casual Ribbed Solid, rose

Lucky/Cotton Sateen, sprout

Gent/Linen Blend Solid, wasabi

Dandelion/Painterly Floral Print, pink

Gent/Linen Blend Solid, blossom

Tulum/Casual Ribbed Solid, rose

Charleston/Bandana Floral, slate

Dandelion/Painterly Floral Print, slate

Charleston/Bandana Floral, gold

Dandelion/Painterly Floral Print, marigold

Gent/Linen Blend Solid, wasabi
Hexagon/Metallic Geometric, platinum

Rain/Raindrop Jacquard, natural

Metaluma/Metallic Texture, cream

Hexagon/Metallic Geometric, silver

Metaluma/Metallic Texture, silver

Rain/Raindrop Jacquard, linen

Metaluma/Metallic Texture, honey

Hexagon/Metallic Geometric, old gold
GILDED GREY

- Captiva/Sandrift Texture, amber
- Charleston/Bandana Floral, slate
- Donetta/Ironwork Print, barley
- Uma/Raffia Texture, wheat
- Ashton Stripe/Poly Awning Stripe, nugget
- Ashton Stripe/Poly Awning Stripe, greysmoke
- Captiva/Sandrift Texture, drizzle
- Findlay/All Over Willow, charcoal
- Charleston/Bandana Floral, gold
- Tullahoma/Ikat Print, marble grey
TRADITIONAL BROCADE

- Neptune/Poly Brocade, sage
- Tulsa/Matka Silk, linen
- Waterloo/Ditzy Dot, ivory
- Waterloo/Ditzy Dot, black
- Tulsa/Matka Silk, sand
- Neptune/Poly Brocade, ebony
- Lucky/Cotton Sateen, black
- Tulsa/Matka Silk, tan
- Waterloo/Ditzy Dot, brick
- Neptune/Poly Brocade, brick
- Turtle Matka Silk, claret
GRAPHIC BLACK